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Heartburn And Reflux For Dummies

If you or someone you love suffers from heartburn, you know that it can be very disruptive to your
daily life. Most heartburn sufferers say it stops them from enjoying food. Others say it keeps them
from getting a good nightâ€™s sleep, it makes it hard to concentrate at work, and it interferes with
family activities. Sound familiar? Donâ€™t worry. Heartburn is a pain, but it can be helped.
Heartburn & Reflux For Dummies is the plain-English guide to relief for you if youâ€™ve been
recently diagnosed with heartburn or reflux, if you suspect you may suffer from it, or if youâ€™re
concerned about your loved ones. This comprehensive book shows you how to recognize
symptoms, get an accurate diagnosis, and work with a physician to receive the most effective
treatment available. Youâ€™ll see how to: Get your symptoms under control Find the right
physician Reduce stress and fine-tune your diet Avoid medicines that trigger upset Decide if surgery
is right for you This friendly guide explains what the various forms of reflux are, as all too often
reflux is either self-treated or mistreated and followed by serious complications. Thereâ€™s detailed
information on building a comfortable lifestyle by reducing stress, improving your diet, controlling
portions, and timing your meals to minimize heartburn and reflux. Plus, this sensitive guide even
covers heartburn in infants, children, and the elderly. Youâ€™ll also discover: How to heal the
esophagus of inflammation or injury, as well as manage or prevent complications The latest
information on prescription medications and side effects Healthy habits to adopt to reduce your pain
triggers Helpful home remedies and alternative medicine The special risks and remedies for
heartburn during pregnancy The side effects and complications associated with surgery Complete
with a catalog of heartburn medicines and a list of reliable Web sites for people with digestive
disorders, Heartburn & Reflux For Dummies is your one-stop guide to stopping the hurt, starting to
heal, and enjoying food again!
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This book is a straightforward guide to heartburn and its unpleasant sister, reflux. The list of
potentially offending foods is very useful, as is the Part of Tens guide to heartburn web sites. Even if
I still get heartburn, this book has given me some strategies for reducing the discomfort. Highly
recommended.

I learned more about acid reflux in two days of easy reading then I learned from my doctors in five
years. Great Book!

It's true: it explains what many MDs neglect to mention in the office. Very useful reading -- BEFORE
you go in to talk to the doctor. This will give you a framework for the best questions to ask.
Unfortunately, the burden is on you, the patient, to ask them! Most docs volunteer nothing!
Counterintuitive, I know, but it's the reality. Arm yourself with this simple, smart, easy to understand
book.

Until now, no one had outlined the consequences of untreated heartburn as clearly as this author
who pretty much tells you everything you need to know about about how heartburn happens and
how it affects your body. I particularly liked how this book made it possble for me to contact a
consumer help book and find out how stress hurts my stomach.

What a great book that makes you understand Acid Reflux by being simple, clear and easy to see
what is happening. Much better explanations, etc. than I received from my doctor.

I've several of Carol Ann's books, including Nutrition for Dummies, and she is a worthy author.

Note: I went straight to the diet section and then to the Internet links.I feel that the diet section is
inexcusable and links may be broken because the book was written in 2004 and the links
changed.Now I will read the rest of the book to pick out the information of value.

Better than anything else on the market for getting a complete overview of GERD, especially "silent
GERD"/LPR.
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